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About the Guild &
the Newsletter
Membership of the Guild is open to anyone
having an interest in pottery and sculpture and
offers members many opportunities each year to
see top potters and sculptors demonstrating their
skills. In addition, an annual Open Day is held
with demonstrations. Exhibitions, visits and
workshops are also organised at various times.
Membership Rates for 2013/14 
Single £28, Family (one address) £37, Student
(full time) £20. Newsletter only: £10 per annum.
Make your cheque payable to DCPG, and
please send to Ingrid Thorstad, 3 Church Lane,
Chearsley, Bucks HP18 0DH. Tel: 01844 208 702.
If joining after March, please phone for a
reduced introductory rate.
The Dacorum and Chiltern Potters Guild
Newsletter is published quarterly and distributed
free to all members of the Guild, other craft
groups and organisations. Contributions to the
Newsletter are always welcome (s.a.e. please
with any items to be returned).
Opinions expressed in items published do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the Committee
or Guild members as a whole; nor is the Guild
responsible for the content of indiv idua l
advertisements printed in the Newsletter.
Reproduction of Newsletter Articles
Articles in the newsletter are the copyright
of the Guild or the Author unless otherwise
attributed and may not be reproduced, copied
or used in any way without the permission of
the Guild or the Author.
Advertising Rates
Quarter page £18, half page £25, whole page £50
Small ads: 25p per word (20 words free to
members). Semi display £7 from your artwork
or £10 for typesetting (maximum 50 words)
Covers: Back +20%, Inside +15%
Distribution of leaflets £35 for A5
For all advertising enquiries please contact:
Jill Wallis Advertising Manager
wallis_jill@yahoo.com
Front cover Photography by Lutz Krainhöfner

Walter Brayford’s

Acme Batt Co.
Specialist in manufacture and supply of
kiln furniture to studio potters, hobby
potters, colleges and schools.
•No minimum order

•Fast, friendly and efficient service

•Large stock of best quality refractories
•Immediate collection

•Overnight delivery if required

•Batts cut to any size, shape and

thickness, perforated or plain

•Kiln shelves, props, tile cranks, stilts,

pins, cements, batt washes etc

Contact Walter Brayford
Tel: 01782 505 405
Mobile: 07817 040971
email: walter@claylake.com

Notes from the Chair Ros McGuirk
The lovely long summer is now well behind us and summer's
pots are ready for the Christmas sales. The cool damp weather
provides great conditions for making slipware, but holes in my
pottery roof coupled with family distractions mean that potting
is not uppermost in my mind right now.
Guild activities have also kept me busy with
one big event after another. Our relationship
with the Box Moor Trust continues to grow,
aided by the successful firing of the wood kiln.
Beautiful pots came out where Steve Parry’s
ash glazes had worked their subtle magic and
some were on display at Potters Open Day.
We aim to build a good roof over the kiln
and a proper wood store before next summer.
We also want to improve our storage
facilities there. If anyone has a large cupboard
going spare, do get in touch. In addition there
will be opportunities to develop projects
and workshops that Guild members will be
able to run here.
The AGM went well and three members
have joined the committee to help f ill in
the gaps left by Ronnie and John. Thanks to
John Higgins, Jill Wallis and Tony Baxter
for stepping forward.
The Conker Festival proved how one can
keep going in adversity. The morning had been
fine and all the setting up done in good time.
The conker competitions got going at noon
and so did the ‘have-a-go’ team. In an hour and
a half we made £100, and then the rain came
down in torrents, horizontally.
We pulled the wheels further into the tent
and carried on until we ran out of customers.
By then the water meadows were flooded and
all we could do was to bail out and go home.
Then came the twist in the tail. As soon
as we had loaded one of the wheels into my car
we could see a flat tyre. Stephen Fitzwilliam

came to the rescue and with a mighty effort
managed to change the wheel, thus becoming
my hero of the day. I am so grateful to all those
who came to help that day, as it made for a
really good spirit among the group and much
less misery packing up.
Similarly our Open Day went very well with
lots of help from members. Ronnie has got
us all so well trained now, that her successor
will be able to follow her instructions and have
no difficulties at all.
John Higgins spoke about how groups like
ours form a treasure store of knowledge about
clay. Steven Dee, who runs the website
studiopottery.co.uk, drove all the way from the
south coast to meet us. He feels that all the
Guilds could learn from each other and
network more. I was really touched by his
passion for ceramics, but felt it was not the
moment to say that we do learn a lot by reading
each other’s newsletters!
The demonstrators were excellent, and were
a good contrast. Which is the theme chosen for
next year’ Stan Romer competition: ‘Contrasts’.
It is ten months since I took over from
Mervyn as chairman. It has been a busy year
and an enjoyable one. We have got a good team
together on the committee and mostly things
have gone well.
However with a little more help we could do
even better. For example we had 67 members
and friends at POD. With a publicity officer in
place how many more could we have had?
What a shame we did not fill the hall!
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Stan Romer Competition
Roles that need filling in our organisation
Publicity As Mary Anne Bonney our
secretary has kindly offered to produce the
f lyers and posters for our events, the officer
need only send them out by email and post.
Newsletter Distribution Judi Tribe wants
to hand this over so she can move on to other
things with the guild such as helping to run
the annual exhibition with Audrey Hammett.
Workshop Administrator When planning
the programme I now look out for one or two

by Ros McGuirk
potters willing to stay on after a Friday demo
and run a workshop the next day. It would
help me to have someone willing to do the
admin for these and help on the day.
Webmaster and Technical Adviser Due to
his recent retirement from work, John Powell
will be losing the ownership of the software
for our website within a year. If you are in a
position to help we will be very glad indeed
to hear from you.
Thank you and good potting.

The Stan Romer competition was better than ever. The theme
of Ceramics and Mixed Media had really got the creative juices
flowing. There was such a wide variety of materials,
techniques and styles. Les’s exquisite little pots that
won, Paul’s clever pots in metal holders, Vivienne’s
smooth almost leathery dish, and especially Sue
Lines’ beachcombers panel of flotsam and jetsam,
which, although it won no prizes, won someone’s The Stan Romer Award First Prize
heart and has been sold.
awarded to Les Parrot

Third Prize to Vivienne Rodwell-Davies

ul Rowbottom
Second Prize to Pa
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Steve Harrison Demo

Photography by Bipin

S

teve’s passion for pots seemed to ooze
from his pores. He is like a pot of water
continually on the boil, bubbling with
excitement and knowledge. I knew we were
in for a very lively and inspiring evening
with Steve. We were not disappointed!

From the fast flowing slide lecture with
amusing stories of how his passion for pots
began, through to an innovative
demonstration of Steve making a tea bowl
and teapot using a plaster mould. It never
ceases to amaze me the speed at which Steve
works, whilst still managing to maintain
the utmost precision, fine craftsmanship
and interact with his audience.
Steve started potting at school when he
realised he was not academic and spent most
of his time in the art department perfecting
his skills on the potter’s wheel.
College followed, then the Royal College
of Art where his tutor Tony gave him a
plaster handle and challenged him to
‘Do something with it’. He certainly did!
Steve still has that original plaster handle
that was the beginning of his journey with
the teapot and cup.
Photography by Bipin

Friday 11 Oct 2013
by Vivienne Rodwell-Davies
He talked about his love of teapots
with his inspiration coming from early
Staffordshire ware, with its attention to
detail - decorative knobs, spouts and handles.
For the demonstration Steve showed us
how to throw a teapot body in a fluted
hemispherical plaster mould. His attention
to detail and finish is extraordinary.
Using his own skilfully made tools; roulette
wheels, profiles, metal ribs, stamps and
turning tools, which are works of art in their
own right, to suit each stage of the process.
Steve’s passion for tea and everything
associated with it was evident throughout
the evening, even making a tea strainer
to accompany his tea pots and mugs.
His ‘piece de resistance’ being the ‘travelling
mug’ contained in a specially made padded
leather box which he takes with him on his
travels abroad. It fits neatly into his hand
luggage on the plane!
Roll on the next demonstration, what
will he come up with next?
Steve has recently had exhibitions in
Japan and the shows have all been ‘sell outs’.
They think of him as a ‘living treasure’.
Thank you Steve for a fantastic evening.
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Steve Parry Fri 20/Sat 21 September

Friday’s talk began with Steve describing
his earliest potting experience; splitting wood
in return for throwing lessons with Owen
Watson in the Loire region of France.
Steve set up his pottery in Norfolk in the
1980’s. He currently fires a wood-fire kiln
similar, schematically, to the Olsen Phoenix
type kiln (cross draught).
Some wares are fired in an anagama kiln
which he shares with potter Ben Brierley.
Lately he has begun to use more glaze in the
anagama kiln and then to re-glaze and re-fire
in the phoenix kiln. This results in a build-up
of ash-glazes with stunning surfaces and
endless possibilities. In his thrown pots he
is looking for a balance between control
and openness to the unpredictable.
Steve observes that “there is a lot of letting
go when wood-firing too... and that the best pots
are always the ones where something has happened
beyond my control” in spite of and because of
the planning and hard learnt experience.
Steve’s demonstration showed how to throw
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by Paul Rowbottom

larger vessels in two sections joining the
top section to the base section before
finishing the neck and lip of the vessel.
Both sections were speed dried with a
hot gun (gas burner) to obtain
sections firm enough to join.
Clay body various inc. 50
Hymod/50 Hyplas +chamotte
+china clay (molochite)
Saturday
T he wo o d-a sh g l a z e
workshop was conceived to
follow the Steve Parry talk
and demonstration so that
members would have the
oppor t u n it y to e x plore
the qualities and possibilities
that wood-ash glazed pots
can yield. Participants were
not disappointed as the images
in this article show.
We came to this event with
a real sense of anticipation. We
were grateful to the Boxmoor
Trust for allowing us to use the
new visitor centre for the first
part of the day, which was a
handling session of Steve’s pots
showcasing a variety of stunning
surfaces & forms, achieved with
different clay bodies, slips, glazes,
wood-ashes and wood-kilns.
For the second part of the day a
glazing area was set up in the Boxmoor
Trust Barn. Steve showed us different
approaches to applying wood-ash
glaze. This included dipping, pouring,
brushing and sprink ling!
Participants then applied a variety
of glazes some brought by Steve and
some made up for the guild.

Wood-Kiln Firing Sat 20 October
After our delicious lunch, kindly
provided by Donice and Matthew at
the Three Horseshoes, glazing was
completed and we commenced the
packing of the kiln, with Steve
making suggestions for setting
pots and providing some useful
ta rget temperat u res for
instituting reduction. With
the k iln ha lf packed the
sixteen participating potters
could now look forward to
the wood-firing.
Steve’s generous sharing
of in for mat ion g reat ly
illuminated our sense of
wonder and insight into the
science and mystery of woodash glaze providing for a very
rich and inspirational session.
Having completed the kilnpack, mostly with pots from
the 16 workshop participants, a
kiln-rota was drawn up and
early morning alarm calls set.
The early morning shift fell to
Danielle and Judi, who ensured a
gentle climb on the lower brick
fire-bars from 06.00 until around
10.30 when Jean & Ros moved the
stoking onto the upper fire-bars.
By midday a soft orange/red glow
was observed in the kiln chamber.
The afternoon shift comprising of
Colin, Helen, Kirsten and Mark, had
the tricky task of maintaining the
temperature climb while instituting a
reducing atmosphere by removing
the passive dampers, closing the
exit f lue dampers slightly and
stoking more frequently with a
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variety of different sized timber.
Around 18.00hrs the passive dampers
were replaced and Chris, Anna, Asa and
Mick applied themselves to raising the kiln
temperature by stoking with smaller sized
pieces of wood.
At 19.15hrs the cones, viewable through
the kiln door spy-hole, were all flat indicating
that heat work equating to 1280°C had been
achieved in the middle part of the kiln
chamber. This did not correspond with the
pyrometer’s digital display which was
hovering around 1120°C for the rest of the
firing. This demonstrates that a pyrometer
reading cannot be relied on to give an
accurate guide to temperature or heat-work
in a kiln. For future firings the incorporation
of more spy holes and entry points for
the pyrometer probe will enable kiln-firers
to make a better assessment of actual
temperature and heat-work being achieved.
A decision was made to continue firing
for another three hours and by 22.30 Anna,
Bipin, Chris and Paul were completing the
soak and sealing up the kiln.
Kiln opening - Saturday 27 October
The morning of the kiln opening, eagerly
anticipated, did not disappoint in the way
that kiln openings often can. Taking down
the wicket kiln-door revealed ash glazes
with good melt and generally some very
encouraging results, as the photograph
documents. Pyrometric cones placed to
assess the temperature balance throughout
the kiln showed a cooler spot towards the
chimney end. The split damper function will
give us the possibility of applying more
heat to this part of the kiln in future firings.
The guild ’s latest kiln-f iring is the
culmination of many hours of effort by a
dedicated group of wood-firing enthusiasts
with the support of the Boxmoor Trust.
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Wood-Kiln Firing Technical Notes

Paul Rowbottom

Over the last two years volunteers have
made significant improvements to the kiln
resulting in this successful firing.
With scheduled phased improvements to
the infrastructure around the kiln, and the
kiln itself, we should be able to look forward
to many more successful firings.
Congratulations all round!

A huge thank you to Paul Rowbottom for
organising the Steve Parry Wood-Kiln Firing
event for the Guild. With his extensive
knowledge, experience and dedication, Paul
spent several hours over many weeks to make
the whole project a reality. Thanks also to
The Boxmoor Trust, Steve Parry and all the
participants for all their hard work.
Bipin

by Paul Rowbottom
A method of creating wood ash
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Photographs by Grace and Paul Rowbottom

• Pass wood ash through 20/60mesh
• Decide if you want to wash out soluble
alkalis - the more you wash the less flux
remains, conversely alkali’s crystallise if not
washed
• Dry ash in muslin (or nylon sheeting)
Leach Basic Glaze
40% Ash; 40% Potash Feldspar; 20% Ball clay
33%; 		
33%; 		
33%
Steve Parry Basic glaze
35% Ash; 25% Feldspar; 23% Ball clay;
23% Flint/Quartz (try addition nepheline
syenite 2-8%).
As a guide apply 2-3mm of wood-ash glaze
Stephen Murfitt
38% Ash; 30% Feldspar; 20% China Clay;
12% Flint
Anonymous Source
40% Ash; 40% Feldspar; 20% Whiting
Further reading:
Ash Glazes by Phil Rogers
ISBN 978-0-8122-3721-4
Boxmoor Trust Wood-Kiln
Knowledge Bank
We wou ld l i ke members to sha re
information regarding clay bodies, slips and
glazes, so that the guild can build up an
information sharing database for the WoodKiln at Boxmoor Trust. In this way we can
attempt to demystify the process particularly
for members who would like to participate
in future firings.
Please supply any information you would
like to share regarding the wood-kiln to be
collated and published in the g uild ’s
newsletter by emailing
Bipin: bipin@thedcpg.org.uk
Paul: sculpt1956@hotmail.com.
Many thanks

Members’ Exhibitions
Paul Rowbottom
The Upstairs Gallery, Berkhamsted

Diana Tonnison
London Potters
The Morley Gallery
Westminster

Lutz Krainhöfner
Ian Rastrick Fine Art
St Albans

Vivienne Rodwell-Davies
London Potters
Morley Gallery
Westminster

Christine Norris
London Potters
Morley Gallery
Westminster

John Higgins

Demonstration for The Barnet Collection
Report and photography by Bipin

A couple of years ago, Guild members
who attended the Friday evening
demonstration by John Higgins will
remember what a treat we all enjoyed.
So instead of a couple of hours, imagine
spending a whole day with John.
That's exactly what The Barnet Collection
were treated to on a recent Saturday.
John started with a slide show with
images of his neighbourhood around
The Potteries. Stoke-on-Trent, Burslem,
factories, steel works, chimneys, bottle kilns
and of course, canals. As a child he used to
skim found shards and moulds on the water!
Images of what influences John such as
architecture, patterns and textures in nature,
paintings etc. Slides showed his long and
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interesting journey and evolution of his
work from the earliest to the modern.
A sumptuous lunch was provided, with
home cooked dishes to share for almost
forty visitors. Each dish cooked by the
twenty or so members of the Collection.
After assembling a large rectangular jug,
John demonstrated several techniques he
uses to make his beautiful pots. Slabs of clay
slammed on the work top to give interesting
texture. Strips of lighter coloured clay rolled
onto darker clay, slammed and stretched,
placed inside moulds or onto hump moulds.
The technique of making slabs on the
wheel “In the quest of finding different textures
without being out of control.”
A cylinder thrown without a base,
texture applied, cut in half then each side
slammed several times on the work top to
stretch and give interesting effects.
“Its things that happen along the way.”
Slips applied to leather hard pots, under
glaze and oxides painted on and rubbed off.
John bisque fires his work high to 1147°C
with lower glaze firing to 1120°C.
The reason being that it stops any distortion
and crazing in the final results.
“Its all about me playing. Don’t be precious
about what you’re doing, life’s too short!”
Thank you John, you taught us so much!

Photography by Bipin

Potters Open Day Part 1 Sat 9 November

Geoffrey Swindell by Sue Lines

G

eof f wove his l ife stor y and his
development as a potter together in
his fascinating talk with a liberal sprinkling
of photos showing the transformation of
his wardrobe, vehicles and hair styles as
he responded to the fashions of the day!
Growing up in a suburb of Stoke-on-Trent
in the 1950s, Geoff ’s earliest interests as a boy
were with Airfix kits and similar construction
toys, so great attention to detail was probably
a skill that he picked up at that early age.
In the 1950s the local landscape was
dominated by the blackened buildings
(before the Clean Air Act), the potteries
with their bottle kilns where his grandfather
worked as a stoker, and the massive bomb
damaged steel works; a ghostly and ghastly
landscape to be the f irst subjects for his
paintings at Burslem Art School.
Event ua l ly Geof f d r i f ted towa rds
abstraction while successfully earning
money at the Alton Towers Pottery during
vacations and weekends. He began earning
some cash by taking the money at the door
from the public wanting to watch the potters
at work, and later on as a successful thrower.
He said that he was more of a fascination
to the public because he didn’t make it look
Photography by Lutz Krainhöfner and Bipin

too easy! He needed to earn to run a motor
bike and then a bubble car (remember
them?) to take out girlfriends.
During this period at art school, on a visit
to Cornwall, Geoff was very impressed
by the landscape of the south west and the
new potters who were settling there. On his
return home he decided to move across to
the Pottery Department, not to emulate the
current Japanese ideas or the country potters.
Geoff began to experiment with body
stains and to make what he felt were more
interesting forms and to disobey the rules of
what was supposed to work, for example,
applying earthenware glazes on stoneware.
This experimentation didn’t please
his teachers who sent him ‘as a sentence’ to
mould making for a period. However this
experience actually helped him as he began
to draw and to photograph sea life and to
use press moulds for his work.
On the back of a successful degree show
he won a place at the Royal College which
opened a wealth of opportunities to draw
and be inf luenced by the contents of the
museums in London. He especially liked
the fossils in the Natural History Museum
from which he took inspiration for new
very small press moulded forms.
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Part 1 continued
After the RCA, working for his living
four days a week at York Art College, as a
Lecturer, Geoff had three days a week for
his own work and could take his now scaled
down pieces into the college for firing.
From thereon Geoff made more moulds,
his ideas sometimes inspired by tin toys and
ot her mec h a n ic a l objec t s wh ic h he
incorporated in the repertoire for his
increasingly complex pieces. Moving to
Cardiff for a three day a week job, Geoff
now taught B.A. students and meanwhile
still developed his own work.
Geoff didn’t see himself as a thrower but
needed to make some use of wheel thrown
forms so decided to buy a small wheel which
he claimed, had a dramatic effect on his
work. At this time he began to add lustres
and precious metals.
Two personal tragedies struck Geoff and
inf luenced the amount of time he would
devote to his work for a period so that he
could give more of his time to his family.
Eventually he returned to his work again
and found new influences, such as kitchen
utensils and motor cycle kits and acquired
new techniques with mark making, using an
air brush and so forth. He has continued to
be his own greatest critic and decided when
a line of work hasn’t worked, to scrap it, for
example with working large; it didn’t sell
well but he has found that creating amazing,
miniature worlds in which the imagination
can roam free attracts appreciative buyers.
By the end of Geoff ’s talk and the many
slides, I could see how Geoffrey has moved
through his life, picking up the inf luences
around him and incorporating them into his
idiosyncratic tiny pieces, to sometimes shock,
sometimes amuse, and sometimes delight
with their range of colour, forms and themes.
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Potters Open Day

Part 2
Richard Wilson

R

ichard grew up in Norwich and went to
Yarmouth College of Art for two years.
He learnt to throw fast during the 70’s
working as an apprentice at Le Dieu Pottery
in Norwich and then worked in Australia,
Tasmania, New Zealand and f inally on
to Germany for f ive years. It was here in
particular that he was inspired by traditional
European slipware and developed an
interest in wood fired salt glazes.
Coming back to England he worked at
Wenford Bridge with Cardew before setting
up his studio in West Bay Dorset in 1990.
His slides covered the range of his
work and different techniques. He started
making large stoneware pots and developed
his glazes using copper slipware and
commercial pigments. His objective was
to have ‘art on the table’. He uses slips and
colours to break up the ‘functionality’ of
pots especially tea pots.
Plates with full colour to the edges have
feet so he can decorate the underside.
Bowls often have a defined rim so they
hold their shape. His range of work includes
Photography by Lutz Krainhöfner and Bipin

Richard Wilson
‘f lat’ jugs/vases and round vases with lids
made first and the hole cut to size after.
Flat jugs and vases are mould formed with
angled edges and allowed to dry for a day and
then brought together using slips poured
internally and externally into the joints.
The base is formed and dried off with a hot
gun so the pot can dry standing vertically.
The clays he uses are Spencroft terracotta
sometimes with grog added and recently
black clay (fired to 1280°C.) which he likes
as a matt contrast to the bright glazed areas.
Slips are Hyplas 71, 50%ball clay/50%
china clay and he sometimes adds a small
amount of ochre clay from his local cliffs.
Generally at leather hard stage he applies the
white slip by pouring internally, allowing it
to dry and then dipping externally.
Decoration is carried out when the pots
are 100 % dry so that the pigmented slips
are quickly absorbed.
Richard likes the painterly quality of the
drag of large brushes and using different
shaped brushes works out his patterns as he
proceeds on each pot.
He views the larger pots as a canvas
starting with black slip (white slip with
manganese, iron and cobalt oxides) as a

by Nigel Carrick
contrast, then applying pigmented slips and
uses a sponge to soften and blend in the
colours including white on the dense black.
The rim on the vases gives a definite line
to decorate to. The designs are finished with
highlights of slip trailing and a transparent
lead bisilicate glaze.
The pots are fired to 1120°C.
Richard demonstrated his decoration
techniques on a large vase followed by a flat
plate. The plate is formed upside down on a
timber facetted mould and again decorated
as a blank canvas, ignoring the faceting.
He completed his demonstration by
throwing a bowl and then separately a rim
slightly smaller in diameter which he joined
to the top of the bowl. This makes for a
stronger and more defined rim to the bowl.
Altogether Richard provided us with an
interesting workshop showing how his work
developed over the years and the influences
of the sea and cliffs at West Bay on the
decoration of traditional slipware.
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Book Review

Sustainable Ceramics by Robert Harrison

Image kindly supplied by Claire Weatherhead at Bloomsbury Publishing Plc

Sustainability is a subject close to my heart and this
book does not fail to offer lots of ideas for ceramic
practise. It views sustainability from several angles. It
ranges from an individual’s responsibility, to reviewing
commercial and social processes, including materials
accessibility and education.
Several working ceramists are
featured from around the world, as well
as references to those from the past, such
as Leach, Cardew, Casson and Margrie.
An amusing analysis is given of the
energy breakdown to fire a porcelain cup
so that it could be fuelled using a bicycle
kiln, if impractical, it is something to
think about.
Those ceramists featured discuss how
they have responsibly used and obtained
their materials and fuel, built efficient
kilns and work places and explored better methods of
productivity and use of waste products and resources.
Examples include how to save on using running water
for cleaning, the use of old wine bottles for a kiln wall,
and various ways to reduce the carbon foot print, plus an
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update on an analysis of salt and soda firing chemistry.
A discussion on various fuels with different kiln
designs and glaze materials is included, with much
emphasis on the use of local resources and a reduction
on energy where possible.
The message is explore, experiment,
try and most of all think laterally and
creatively in your practise. Do you need
all that running water? Could we reuse
the waste? An Occupational Therapist
discusses ergonomics and how to reduce
discomfort and injury, with suggested
exercises and changes to activities.
Part of the focus of the book is that
materials maybe site specific and unique,
so use with respect but explore. Respect
tow a rds ou r env i ron ment a nd
consideration of our practice makes
sense in this day and age. I have only mentioned a few of
the many areas covered. We can all use our creative
thinking to make a difference. For this I recommend at
least a glance at Sustainable Ceramics by Robert
Harrison, if not get it for reference.
Ruby Sharp

Wardlow Mires Derbyshire

On 14 and 15 September, Barbel Daly and I decided
to take a chance on the weather being good to make
a visit to a pots and food festival held at The Three
Stags’ Heads, Geoff and Pat Fullers’ pub, at Wardlow
Mires, Derbyshire.
True to form for Derbyshire, the weather was really
wet and unseasonably cold, which was really tough
on the stall holders in the open fronted barn while the
two small marquees may not have been warm,
but they were dry. The food on display was wonderful
and very tempting, both to take home and to eat on
the spot; local rare breed meat, locally dug vegetables
and interesting preserves and goodies. The pots tended
to follow the traditions of English slip ware, often
on a dark brown ground of the clay.
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by Sue Lines

Our demonstrator from several years back,
Niek Hoogeland was there. Boy! He gets around!
Lisa Hammond with her salt glazed ware and
Ruthanne Tudball with her characteristic orangey
coloured work provided some variety to the display.
Geoff Fuller was roaming around and leaving
his earthenware plates and platters to sell themselves!
He was keeping strictly to the theme so no comical
story telling figures or chicken money boxes; both of
which lines show off Geoff’s idiosyncratic personality.
If you ever are in Derbyshire at a weekend*, make
a trip to The Three Stags’ Heads and sample their
menu and join in the convivial chat in the bar. It is
a quirky and unforgettable bar with great food!
* Geoff makes pots during the week.
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Publicity Secretary Vacant
Library and Exhibitions Sue Lines
78 Bedford Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 4DU
sue.lines@ntlworld.com
Workshop Organiser Vacant
Newsletter Editor Lynne McGechie
lynne.mcgechie@btopenworld.com
Newsletter Design, Production and
co Editor Bipin bipin@thedcpg.org.uk
Production Assistant and Illustrator
Vivienne Rodwell-Davies
viviennerodwell@msn.com
Advertising Manager Jill Wallis
wallis_jill@yahoo.com
Newsletter Distributor Judi Tribe
judi.tribe@btinternet.com

DISCOUNT
to all members of
Dacorum & Chiltern Potters Guild

Many Unique
Products…

Australian
‘Walker’s Ceramics’
clays inc.

PB103

Chrysanthos
Colours &
Brush-on Glazes

For helpful and friendly advice please contact us:

01243 265 845 . www.claymansupplies.co.uk

… where quality comes as standard

